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When Abi walks into her dorm room on her first day at a new boarding school, she is immediately

picked to be the school bullyâ€™s target for the year. Lucky for her, Flame has just transported

himself to the human world and they become fast friends. Flame uses his magic spells to take on

the school bully and help Abi make new friends along the way!
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My eight year old daughter likes me to read these books to her. The first one was a big hit. I didn't

like the new concept introduced in this book of using magic to punish people. They spun a girl

around, gave another weird bumps or something. In another part, the heroine refuses to admit she

saw who stole something to avoid being a "snitch". My children don't naturally understand this

concept. We had to have discussions as we read about things like how it is right to tell adults when

you know something important or dangerous but it isn't good to tell on someone just to get them in

trouble or avoid working out issues you can handle yourself.I do like the magical feelings she has,

the loving connection with the cat and associated story line, and how the girls become friends in the

end.



My daughter is 6 (just starting 1st grade) but an advanced reader ...so I often find it difficult to find

books that are challenging enough for her but appropriate for her age. This book is both. She loves

it and actually carries it around with her everywhere. At night after I read stories to them, she reads

it to her 3 year old brother (from across the hall) while he falls asleep. It is a wonderful memory for

them both. Great titles for young readers.

My son started reading the magic kitten books through his school library and so I looked up the

ones that the library did not have. I got all the remaining ones and as he finishes reading them -

we've decided to donate them to the library to round out their collection.

This book was a gift. The child adored it. It is the story of a magical white kitten with green eyes.

The kitten is really a young white lion who changes into a kitten to escape foes. In this story the

kitten lands in a girl's boarding school and is befriended by one of the new girls. Cute! Young girls

will enjoy this story. I bought it for a 7-year old. The book arrived quickly and in perfect condition.

This was the second book of the series that my daughter is addicted to. She loves these books and

has now read 8 of them, begging me to buy the next one when she hits the final chapter of the

previous one. If your little girl likes cats, she'll love this series

Alondra: I like Magic Kitten because it's so funny. I like the friends of Abigail; I like Sasha and the

Magic Kitty because Flame put spots on the bad girls face. Abigail didn't tell it was the Magic

Kitty.Alexia: I like Magic Kitten. I like the end, because there were stars. I liked the part when the

boys, of the sad part of the boys was grabbing rocks and throwing them.Jevon: I like the end

because the kitty's so cute. And I like his eyes, because they're so green.Briana: I like the part when

thee bad girls were fighting about the homework.Annays: I like the part where he jumped to catch

the butterfly, and bit his tail.Jade: I like the part when the Magic Flame is up in the tree, and she

catches him.Abigail: I like Abi, she change into a ghost. And when the win the game.Ricardo: I like

the part with the sparkles.Tiara: I like when they walk.I have 11 5 and 6 year olds; they enjoy a 1

chapter of Magic Kitten four days a week, and two chapters on Fridays. We apologize for any

"spoilers," but it's hard to differentiate between "a review" and "a detailed synopsis" when you are

only 5 years old!



My 8 year old daughters love this book so much, I'm on here ordering more from the series.

My 1st grade grade daughter love these books. They are easy reads and easy to follow. It keeps

her interested in reading. What else could a mother ask for in a child's book series. I also enjoy

reading them with her.
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